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Planning for the Future Agricultural Land Base of Alberta ~ 

Part 1 

- ~ 
use issues as they relate to the future of Agriculture in 

~ I • 

Alberta (Land Use Forum, Banff Centre exp.) 

can only bring you a cross section of my own experience, 

applied to a quick (two day) interpretation of what I 

perceive as the "Alberta issues" and hope you will find 

something useful in the points I am going to make. 

quite likely, through naivity or lack of specific issue -

knowledge, I will accidently stray into sensitive areas. 

These are the risks of speaking from the outside. However, 

if even a few of my words stimulate ~onstructive dialogue , ----the risk will have been worth it in my view. 
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Edmonton, confess ~o scanning all Alberta v §~cJ 

references in my library (being in consulting business, try 
C ff 

to keep aware of issues and developments in LU of neighbour-

ing province and to lesser degree, states) 
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having spent previous day and participated today, most 

impressed with broad range of issues that came to the fore. 

Many are similar to those we face in B.C. and, I submit, 

elsewhere in the food producing areas of N.A. Specifics of 

the issues, however, are always unique to the biophysical, 

social, economic and political fabric of each province and ~, ~? ,1{3a-v- even each region or community within. (That is why imported 

~ ~ . "packaged" solutions are seldom successful, as we have all 

~~ \,J ~ -discovered, I 'm sure, at one time or another. ) 

~,,. uo•3 - there are areas where I feel Alberta has taken some very 

} yl~ _ ~ positive steps coffif)ared to 'B.e. and what I know of like 

;-~ ~~~ 
· l\l,,~ °'- ~, developments in other provinces and states, ~ / • . .4- ·-A- • 

V ./. -tJV ,.,, I , ,I •~ ~ n . i,I .,(,. " fr -~ ~ 
JS{y}~· 1. The Alberta Land Use Forum data gathering and hearing 
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process 

2. Foreign ownership regulation Reg. 160/79 
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3. Integrated Resource Blackfoot Grazing Reserve 



Part 3 - (some areas that need attention and/or should receive 

1. 

additj onal priority) ~ ~ 

A ~ fl. {\ J •~ ~ 
preservation dof the Land Base ~ 

r. \ ==:::..~~~~~~ 
a) as I know you are aware, 

(plus perhaps highlight a few other efforts across 
• f I 

• ,-., f}J ,I , I 

the continent. Summa rize degree of . importance by 
'I) /4 r} t_,/<J./ + ~~ fb Jtr -A(...~ :5_,,,,:,, , .p; 
· quot~ "SPEC believ es farmland should be r'eleased 

from agricultural use only when people no longer 

eat food." 

from my experience, time is demonstrating ever more 

clearly to me that, for a variety of reasons legis

lating of land preservations alone can only hold the 

land resource for so long if the other aspects affect

ing the food producing industry are not also given 

attention, eg: ~ 
('f . , .., ,t ~ 'rr 

- costs of reduction and marketing opportunities 

- gov't priority for ag. related to other prov. resources 

- urban planning - where are the cities going? 

- rural planning - how secure are the rural communities 

of which agriculture is a part 

~here are different issues involved in preserving 

arable land vs. protecting the key back up grazing lands 

- cabability, impact, infrastructure, servicing, 



d) 

4. 

the source of the pressure or of the potentially 
~ 

competing land use can vary. -B-y-fcr-r , the biggest 

culprit is expansion of urban centers and non-agric. 

rural land uses 

- (discuss Edmonton) 

,. 

-~ 
_,,,,,.- an indirect result: verbalize graph that indicates 

as % of rural citizens decreases, the information 

gap related to understanding the land base and 

the business of food production widens. (Recent 

Peanuts article in Vancouver paper~ shows Marcia 
-

reading a report to the class on John Deere, and 

how, in 1837, he invented the self-polishing 

steel plow, which was such a great help to the 

farmers. In answer to the teacher's question 

Marcia says "Plow? No ma-am. I've never seen a 

plow." The punch line of the cartoon has Marcia 

saying "In fact, I've never even seen a farmer.") 

With fewer people with rural backgrounds, this 

information gap must increasingly be filled by 

education; (In part, the ~ole of those of you 

in the extension business). Predict that this 

increased reliance on second hand knowledge 

rather than first hand experience, will compound 

the problem of urban/farm population alienation. 



2. 

5 , 

My observation is that at least two or three other 

competing land users are also exerting substantial 

pressure on agricultural lands in Alberta. 

- rural residential/hobby farming use 
I h 

- small lot recreational/cottaging 

-
. ' 

I 

direct and indirect impact of recent da:cade 1·. s 

rapid expansion of energy/transportation 

industries (relate to Thompson article in JSWC) 
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preservation and planning of the rural community of 

which the farm community is a vital part. 

a) begin with 2 statements of philosophy: 

f. 

- In my opinion, rural land use is the most fund

amental of all factors that determine the quality 

of the environment. (we all have a stake in how 

our heighbour uses his land.) 

- understanding the land is the most important 

prerequisite to its wise and proper use. 



b) 

6. 

based on these statements, I believe strongly that 

the big challenge, especially in rural resource

rich provinces like Alberta and B.C. is how to 

maintain the character and vitality of our rural 

communities that are so critical to over all social 

and economic stability, while at the same time 

accepting the wide range of opportunities for future 

resource developments. 

it is often with reluctance thatr rural people 

accept even meaningful planning programs. 

1. strong remaining emphasis on private property 

rights 

2. distrust and rejection of traditional 

"urban-oriented" planners (history of exploit

ation and lack of understanding of rural 

values and soGiology) 

3. suspect of the traditional tools of planning 

that often don't accommodate rural realities. 

4. neither institutions, organizations nor 

policies, procedures or mechanisms provide 

adequate opportunity for integrated respect 

for the land resource - which is what, ideally, 

a stable, successful rural community must be 

based upon 



3. 

7. 

Integrated approach to provincial land use strategy 

and resource development policy 

a) future of agriculture land base in Alberta (and 

everywhere else) is a function of the degree of 

government (and through the election of governments, 

the public) priority accorded to agriculture 

b) exceedingly difficult to resist the temptation, 

given the critical importance of preserving an 

adequate land base for food production, to retreat to 

single use decision making at the expense of integrated 

resource management 

end with Durant's quote 


